Sometimes longer interviews are welcome but at times too long. Perhaps more variety in most newscasts with shorter interviews. Not always.

Is there an election coming up in this county preparing for the election? This is an interesting story here. Interview the various Mask Makers in the county- look on Facebook. Take redemption bottles- all the centers have closed? Sewage tested for COVID very interesting.

Why has the county refuse volume gone up 40% since stay at home order? Where do one invest in communities?  In my investigation- why do we have no health officer? Why is there no Mental Health when we need it? This is a really important place to put your resources! I enjoy the different voices doing the outreach and community engagement.

Better to hear from local community citizen reporters with recording devices. Annie E. used to do the kind of storytelling that was exemplary. Follow her example.

I catch it. I would like to see our local news expanded to be a half hour show each time utilizing more and different coverage, but it would be great if at least get one more piece of news in those slots rather than three or two small things. Otherwise, really appreciated.

Another idea for people who like breaking local news and want to see more of the county’s most current news, we need more south coast. In fact...don’t believe there is ANY. It’s been really good as of late. Please continue!

In general, I would like an earlier time since I go to work early. So I usually try the 6PM time if the interesting stories are over. I’d rather just have one 6 PM newscast. I could go without the morning news. I would rather it just be once, since I usually have the radio on all morning and don’t like having to repeat it. It’s hard to keep track of events.

I have really appreciated the COVID interviews at 3 p.m. happen locally. Esp. when we are dealing with an important and fast-moving topic, such as the wildfires.

I especially appreciate the news about COVID and mental health issues, which often fastens upon just one thing, rather than giving a quick survey of what is happening locally. Esp. when we are dealing with an important and fast-moving topic, such as the wildfires.

I enjoy the long-format news pieces, but would love it if we had the resources to provide a deeper investigative reporting on selected complex and deeper issues, like forest management. Better coverage of actual news would be worthwhile as a stand-alone program or series.

Investigative stories, stronger coverage on coast, south coast, north county, hire more local staff, such hard work! It would be useful at a different time. We aren’t listening to the radio early mornings and at 6:00 a.m. It’s All Good.

Don’t repeat the local news in the morning.

Coverage of actual news is? Have liked getting news in the morning. KZYX is a little heavy on marijuana news and less weed coverage, more environmental coverage.

KOZT and KMUD provide much better news. It’s been really good as of late. It would be great if at least get one more piece of news in those slots rather than three or two small things. Otherwise, really appreciated.

It’s All Good.
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But, when I am working, 7:45 is too late. 6:45 am or even 7:00 or 7:30 would be great. 

If possible please include something positive! Otherwise thanks for the great coverage.

Sort of. I try and tune in but it seems like there is stuff that is missing. I would like different reports instead of the same report repeated throughout the day.

As stated above - more variety? Ya'll are doing a great job, it's a lot of work.

Not too many years ago KZYX had excellent local coverage over a half hour or hour. Now, the programming is often not informative on current affairs affecting the lives of Mendocino County listeners generally or specific local communities.

The local news is useful but the times aren't great for me. I rarely get to listen.

The COVID coverage has been exceptional and necessary. Thank you!! Hope you keep it up!

Thank you for posting the local news segments online for reference after their airing.

Sometimes; You may consider southern Humboldt Co.

Sometimes they get distracted by obscure rants. It's daunting when you're trying to understand the bigger picture and you keep getting this little mundane thing.

Other hand, COVID coverage has been excellent. Perhaps local news could be aired only when it is a magazine piece and not "news". I LOVE the Corona programs!

Sarah Rice is doing a great job!

Sarah Reith's investigative reporting is outstanding. KZYX news is best when it brings us local stories that are relevant and timely.

Well, it's really a rather petty commentary I have. The lead-in news jingle is so oddly transformed. Who decided to give the lead-in music to a robot? It sounds terrible.

The reports are useful but often too short. More details would be welcome.

The local news is useful but the times aren't great for me. I rarely get to listen.

The time slots are not great, make it a podcast, please.

The COVID coverage has been outstanding, and a lifeline.
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than 'news'. The binary 'no' is too harsh. There is some value. But often these spots seem more 'human interest' than 'news'. Noon?

1. I am grateful for these local news segments. When segments have more content that attract the people about whom they are written. Also I don't necessarily need the same

2. I have listened to the Covid report with Drew Colfax and Alicia Bales from the beginning. I

3. Emergency coverage is outstanding! The in-depth daily news features are always informative

4. I think the station should do a better job of writing a summary of the day's news before the stories are read. I

5. Reporting on Covid is more informative on KZYX than on KPFA. Includes, for example, reminisces about a trip to estimating the chances of getting
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Number of Responses

2 4 0 2 22 6 6 X 4 3

on local educational trainings and certifications in medical field, survival skills, farming, emergencies, Mendo County resident interviews, questions, comments, viewpoints, skills, ethnologies. Information

world smaller.

why have two morning times? How about BBC at one of those morning spots? Please don't make our

evenings would be great.

Especially during covid, fires, election, expand local news to 1/2 hour each presentation. Updated

The 5-minute news bytes I'd drop altogether. Need more in-depth long-term analysis of the issues.

Sarah does a great job! Maybe more interviews of local artists, craftspeople?

It would help if the 6 pm news was different than the morning news. I think it's getting better, and

advertise it outside too. Navigation not easy for some - we need to help them.

Sarah is wonderful & Cobb.  How about a tutorial on using the jukebox as part of Point & Click. And

More, longer, in-depth. More about Coast happenings.

lengthy covid reports to repeat the no. of local cases, active local cases on the half hour in case you

Thank you for all you do! Best awesome coverage in emergencies. I like local interviews. I'd like the

with recording goes on too long for me. (I'd) like summaries.

I've learned some really interesting things about our community. Good job! Sometimes interviews

pandemic addressed only Humboldt County news)

Hispanic listeners, but please quit running the Spanish covid warning over and over.

running the same show promos for weeks on end please. Also, I know you're trying to get more

Too many reporters now - Sara Reith was just fine. Why can't the members vote on changes? Quit

More weather& announce what time the weather will be on air

Fantastic as is!

Appreciate rhe Covid News & Fire updates (when needed)Great that news in Spanish was added

the morning come during the same show.   Suggest you keep the 8:45 and drop the 7:45.

is plenty.  Hearing the exact same broadcast three times a day is irritating, especially when the two in

I don't appreciate hearing it twice in the morning.  I think once in the morning and once in the evening

But sometimes it is repetitive, as in I hear the same news repeated too often.

Follow ups on news stories. We will hear of an incident, accident or problem and not hear

Some, like COVID updates and fire info, very important.

Very glad it's on Jukebox, so I can listen later if missed.

Interviews with businesses

Local sports is very popular.  Why not interview student athletes or cover a hs team that's

more coastal, less marijuana, local environmental news

mark Scaramella could do this for you.

I would like to hear a thorough report on the board of supervisors meetings. Jim Shields or

I count on it to get updates. Keep up with the range of interest areas.

Alicia Bales awesome.

keyed them I am filled with dread and despair. Please find something less dreary.

Fewer human interest stories. Twice in the morning is excessive. Whenever I hear that minor-

knowing the cost in money and staffing, it is hardly a great problem.

Since I listen to KZYX most of the day, hearing the same news for the third time in boring, but

Local news in Spanish or bilingual programming.

Noon would also be good.

sports can have the same time as current events, which just doesn't make sense.

around the world. There are plenty of news stories to cover in the time that doesn't happen so that

I've appreciated that there hasn't been a huge chunk of time dedicated to sports as of late. I would

Better Bilingual Services.

Some of these aren't immediately apparent, but the results are.

I can't find the time to watch the news on tv.  Do you have an app for your news?

I will watch the evening news often.  I can't watch in the morning.

I prefer the news on tv, not so much on the radio.

I'd prefer to watch the news on tv.

I prefer the evening news.

I don't prefer the evening news.

I prefer the morning news.

I prefer the midday news.

I prefer the midmorning news.

I prefer to watch the news on tv, not so much on the radio.

I prefer the radio.

I prefer the morning news.

I prefer the midday news.

I prefer the midmorning news.

I prefer the evening news.

I prefer the radio.

I prefer the evening news.

I prefer the morning news.

I prefer the midday news.

I prefer the midmorning news.

I prefer the evening news.

I prefer the radio.